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This article describes the general
policies which may be included in a
comprehensive collection development
policy, attempting to follow national
guidelines. It also describes one
approach to analyzing how well the
library collection supports the various
parts of the curriculum, and presents a
technique to compare a library
collection with peer libraries by subject
majors. Finally, the "Collection
Development Plan" section provides a
format for stating an action plan to
develop the collection based upon all of
the information gathered.
hat does the AABC pro
posed standards and the
ACRL Standards for
College Libraries 2000 Edition have to
say about collection development
policies? The general statement from
AABC states: "The institution ensures
the availability of learning resources
and services of appropriate form, range,
depth, and currency to support the
curricular offerings and meet student
needs." In the list of essential elements
that characterize an accredited institution, there are two elements that relate
somewhat to collection development
policies. Element 2 states: "Appropriate, documented policies and practices
relating to the management of learning
resources." Element 7 states: "Faculty
involvement w ith the library staff in the
analysis of resource adequacy, the
selection of resource materials, and the
establishment oflibrary policy."

Looking at the AABC standard plus
these two essential elements, we can
surmise that the library should have a
written collection development policy
prepared by library staff with faculty
input which contains policies and
practices relating to the selection and
management of the collection. This
policy should include sections on
analysis of collection adequacy to meet
the needs of the curriculum and student
needs, and the role of faculty in
selection oflibrary materials.
The ACRL standards relating to
collection development are similar to
AABC standards in many respects. The
"Resources" section of Standards for
College Libraries contains such
statements as "The library should
provide varied, authoritative and up-todate resources that support its mission
and the needs of its users ... Moreover,
resources may be in a variety of
formats, including print or hard copy,
online electronic text or images, and
other med ia." Questions in this
"Resource" section relating to collection development are: "What is the role
of the classroom faculty in the selection
of library resources and in the ongoing
development and evaluation of the
collection?" "Does the library have a
continuing and effective program to
evaluate its collections, resources and
online databases, both quantitatively
and qualitatively?" Tbe ACRL standards contain a couple of different
elements in that it recommends "judicious weeding" and comparing your
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library's collections with peer libraries.
Perhaps the best guide to preparing
a collection development policy is Dr.
Evans' Developing Library and
Information Center Collections, a
standard book on this topic in its fourth
edition. Dr. Evans suggests that a
collection development policy should
contain the followi ng elements: an
overview section which includes a
statement of overall institutional
objectives for the library, a section
detailing development of the collection
by subject areas and by formats, a
section on who is responsible for
selection and methods of selection, and
a miscellaneous section including
policies on gifts, deselection, collection
evaluation, and procedures for handling
complaints and censorship issues.
The following elements of collection development policy are mentioned
in both AABC and ACRL standards and
in Evans' book on collection development: written document on policy and
practices, evaluation of collections,
currency/weeding, and formats. AABC
and ACRL both list faculty involvement
and meeting needs of students. Evans'
book which is addressed to public and
school libraries as well as academic
library lists responsibility for selection
and library objectives. ACRL also lists
library obj ectives, and adds comparison
with peer libraries.
At Grace University, we have tried
to develop a Collection Development
Policy following theAABC andACRL
standards mentioned above, as well as
the guidelines which appear in Dr.
Evans' classic text on collection
development. The Grace University
Library Collection Development Policy
is organized into three major sectionsgeneral policies, course descriptions
and subj ect headings, and collection
analysis & development plans.
The section on General Policies
contains the following elements:
purpose statement (purpose of this
collection development policy),
university mission statement, library
goals, responsibility for selection,
intellectual freedom issues (includes
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procedures for handling challenged
books), general policies on selection,
deselection, and replacement; selection
gu idelines by format, g ift policy,
weeding/deselection, collection
evaluation, and guidelines for dropping/retaining periodical subscriptions
in hard copy.
The section on Course Descriptions
and Subject Headings includes a course
title and description for each class in
our current curriculum, along with the
major Library of Congress subject
headings which apply to that course
along with the number of times those
subject headings appear in our online
catalog. This provides a snapshot of
both the subject coverage and its depth
as it relates to our curriculum.
The third section of Grace's policy,
Collection Analysis & Development
Plans consists of three parts: comparison to peer institutions, collection
analysis, and collection development
plans. The Comparison to Peer
L ibraries has a page for each broad
major such as Bible, Psychology, or
Teacher education. For this comparison, choose a number of representative
subject headings and subject keywords
from the Course description and
Subject heading section for each major.
Then select two to four "peer" institutions to compare your collection in this
subject major based on this sampling of
subject headings and subject keywords
searched in FirstSearch s WorldCat.
Libraries may use their own criteria to
select peer institutions. Grace used
institutions from our "competitive set",
which is a list of colleges that our
students seriously considered attending
before enrolling at Grace University.
Check to make sure that each peer
library offers the major being compared. lt is possible to narrow a
Wor/dCat search to one library's
collection by limiting the search to a
particular library's three letter OCLC
code. A search of each subject heading
is done for each library without any
limits and then limited to the past 10
years. ln general, search single words
in the subject (keyword) field and

subject phrases in the subject
phrase field in WorldCat. Then both
the total number of items in this
sampling and the number of items with
copyright dates in the last I 0 years can
be translated into the number of
volumes/student faculty FTE to control
for different sized institutions. Also
calculate what percent of this sample
coJiection has a copyright date within
the past I 0 years. This procedure gives
a picture of the currency of the various
coJiections and a rough idea of acquisition rates. (See Appendix A for an
example of a comparison of collections
for a teacher education major.)
Collection analysis is the second
part of the Collection Analysis &
Development Plans section. This
analysis is done to obtain the actua l
number (versus a sampling) of items in
a collection in a particular major. For
each major, create a list of related
classification numbers (Dewey or
Library of Congress) divided into
books, periodicals, and audio-visual
materials. Divide each area into
subdivisions of classification and
format. Then use your automated
library system software to produce
current statistics on the number of
items in each subdivision. Totals from
these numbers give you a base figure
for the current size of collections
supporting a major.
The th ird part, Collection Development Plans uti lizes the information
gathered in the previous sections to
develop an action plan. Each one of
these plans includes the following
sections: Name of the major, description
& scope of collection, influencing
factors, selection plan, retention &
weeding, and the development plan.
The Description & Scope of Collection
mostly consists of a list of the main
classification numbers for the subjects
in the major. Influencing factors notes
such things as the number of students
in the major, curriculum changes in the
major, and unusual circumstances or
factors of a program including off-site
or co-op classes. The Selection Plan
section lists any bibliographies being
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